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Multi-agent robot teams and spacecraft swarms will play an important role in future space exploration
missions. In this paper, we propose a comprehensive taxonomy of proposed applications of multi-agent
systems in space, planetary-surface, and terrestrial domains. We identify the key enabling technologies that
will enable such applications and identify the technology gaps that have to be overcome. We envisage that
the broader community will strive to address these technology challenges to make multi-agent and swarm
based space exploration missions a reality!
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1. Introduction

assets. Launch cost can also be reduced by launching
assets gradually and as secondary payloads. Despite
Teams and swarms of autonomous robots and space- these advantages, multi-agent space exploration miscraft have the potential to change the way future sions have not yet been undertaken. The main fospace exploration missions will be undertaken. A cus of this paper is to understand the key technoloswarm of space vehicles is a collection of often smaller gies that enable space exploration using teams and
and simpler, autonomous vehicles that coordinate in swarms and identify the technology gaps that have
a decentralized manner to achieve a common goal.
prevented mission designers from considering such
systems for space exploration missions.
Present day monolithic systems (e.g. single spacecraft or rovers) could be replaced or complemented by Specifically, the contribution of this paper is threea swarm of smaller, interconnected and coordinating fold:
assets. These swarms can increase science return by
cooperatively exploring an area of interest (rovers) or
1. We propose a comprehensive taxonomy of promake distributed measurements at sights of interest
posed applications of multi-agent systems in
cued by a leading spacecraft (SmallSats). Spacecraft
space and planetary-surface domains. We also
swarms can yield reduced cost and greater risk tolerinclude terrestrial application to capture stateance by using larger number of simpler and cheaper
of-the-art enabling technologies for such systems.
IAC–19–D1.2
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Satellite Navigation
Earth Observation
Gravity Measurement
Distributed Aperture Telescopes
Distributed Fractionated Spacecraft
In-orbit Assembly and Servicing
Solar Observation
Planetary Exploration and Mapping
Distributed Communication Array
Interplanetary Missions
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Earth

Exploration, Mapping, and Sampling
Cooperative Lifting, and Assembly
Communication Infrastructure
Disaster Recovery/Search and Rescue
Reconnaissance, Patrolling and Tracking
Urban Transportation/Delivery Systems
Entertainment
Exploration, Mapping and Sampling
Cooperative Construction
Communication Infrastructure
Cooperative Computation

Space
1
2
3
4

:
:
:
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the
the
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technology
technology
technology
technology
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Human-Space System Interface

Cooperative Task Recognition and Task Allocation

Cooperative Motion Planning

Distributed Estimation and Cooperative Mapping

Cooperative Manipulation

Modular Space Systems

Distributed Inter-Vehicle Communication

Formation Keeping

Time Synchronization

Relative Pose Estimation (metrology)

Mission Type

Planetary

Domain

Absolute Pose Estimation (metrology)

Table 1: Enabling Technologies for Multi-Spacecraft and Swarm Mission Types

2

4

mature (9 TRL)
currently under development, but quite mature (6–8 TRL)
currently under development, but not very mature (3–5 TRL)
currently not available or in conceptual stages of development (1–2 TRL)
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Our proposed taxonomy is as follows:
• Space Domain: Satellite Navigation,
Earth Observation, Gravity Measurement,
Distributed Aperture Telescopes, Distributed Fractionated Spacecraft, In-orbit
Assembly and Servicing, Solar Observation,
Planetary Exploration and Mapping, Distributed Communication Array, Interplanetary Missions;

of potential domains of interest for multi-agent systems and some examples of proposed missions.
Mission Domain: Space

Multi-agent missions in space can be broadly divided
into two categories: formation flying missions, where
the dynamic states of spacecraft are coupled through
their control laws; and constellation missions, where
the dynamic states of spacecraft are not coupled.1–3
Therefore, in a formation flying mission, at least one
• Planetary Domain: Exploration, Map- satellite must track a desired state relative to another
ping and Sampling, Cooperative Construc- satellite and its tracking control law must, at the mintion, Communication Infrastructure, Coop- imum, depend upon the states of this satellite. On
the other hand, even though specific relative posierative Computation;
tions are actively maintained, the Global Position• Earth Domain: Exploration, Mapping ing System (GPS) satellites constitute a constellation
and Sampling, Cooperative Lifting, Con- since their orbit corrections require only the individstruction and Assembly, Communication ual satellite’s position and velocity (dynamic states).
Infrastructure, Disaster Recovery/Search
and Rescue, Reconnaissance, Patrolling A recent review paper surveyed 39 multi-agent misand Tracking, Urban Transportation/De- sions composed of small satellites (mass less than 10
kg) and categorized them based on their mission type
livery Systems, Entertainment
(science goal, technology demonstration), status (un2. We leverage the taxonomy to identify and clas- der development, launched, completed), funding orsify the key enabling technologies that will en- ganization, and number of satellites.4, 5 This paper
able such applications, as well as their cur- concluded that the technologies for Earth-based conrent technology maturity levels. These technolo- stellations missions are mature, as evident from the
gies include: Absolute Pose Estimation (metrol- constellations launched by commercial companies like
ogy), Relative Pose Estimation (metrology), Planet Labs.6–8 But the technologies for formation
Time Synchronization, Formation Keeping, Dis- flying missions are still under development. Curtributed Inter-Vehicle Communication, Modular rently, the best formation flight in space by small
Space Systems, Cooperative Manipulation, Dis- satellites has been demonstrated by the CanX-4&5
tributed Estimation and Cooperative Mapping, mission.9, 10
Cooperative Motion Planning, Cooperative Task
Recognition and Task Allocation, and Human- Here we present a comprehensive list of all multiagent mission types within the space domain, comSpace System Interface.
prising of two or more spacecraft, and discuss their
3. We identify the technology gaps that are hinder- key enabling technologies and technology gaps.
ing acceptance of multi-agent systems into mainstream space exploration missions, and outline 2.1 Satellite Navigation
critical directions for future research and tech- A satnav system enables small receivers to determine
nology development. This is shown in Table 1.
their location (longitude, latitude, and altitude/eleWe envisage that the broader community will strive vation) to high precision (within a few meters) using
to address these technology challenges to make multi- radio signals transmitted from satellites. Global covagent and swarm based space exploration missions a erage is achieved using a constellation of ≈ 30 satellites in several orbital plans in medium Earth orbit
reality!
(MEO). The satnav systems has been used for a wide
variety of applications like geolocation, navigation,
2. Multi-Agent Systems Taxonomy
communication, and transportation.11, 12
Due to their resiliency, adaptability, and low cost, The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is
multi-agent system architectures have been proposed composed of a number of satellite constellations:13
for a variety of domains, including space exploration
and Earth science. Here, we provide a brief overview
• United States’ Global Positioning System (GPS)
IAC–19–D1.2
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is an operational constellation consists of 31
spacecraft. This is usually achieved by radarsatellites, each traveling in a 12-hour, 20200 km
based tracking from Earth and laser retrorefleccircular orbit. The satellites are positioned so
tor arrays onboard the spacecraft.
that at least six satellites are observable nearly
This technology is mature for Earth-orbiting spaceeverywhere on Earth, as shown in Fig. 1.
craft.
2.2 Earth Observation
Earth science missions aim to study natural and
human-induced changes in Earth’s interior, land surface, biosphere, atmosphere, and oceans and understand its affect all aspects of life. Understanding
these changes and their implications will enable us
to build credible information products, forecast models, and other tools for making informed decisions.15
Multiple orbiting spacecraft can observe dynamic
phenomena (weather, volcanoes, natural disasters)
over an extended period of time from multiple vantage points, using multiple instruments. For example, interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR)
techniques can be used to measure surface deformations for geophysical monitoring of natural hazards,
for example earthquakes, volcanoes and landslides.16
Similar radio occultation of global navigation satelFig. 1: Artist’s representation of the orbits of GPS satel- lite system (GNSS) satellites can be used to study the
lites, which are inclined to the Earth’s equator by ≈ 55 atmosphere (especially ionosphere) and the effects of
degrees. (image credit: NOAA14 )
earthquakes and tsunamis on the ionosphere.17, 18
• Russia’s GLObal NAvigation Satellite System A number of multi-spacecraft missions have been pro(GLONASS) constellation includes 24 satellites, posed and launched in this mission type:
each traveling in a 19140 km circular orbit.
• The Afternoon Train (A-train) is a satellite constellation of six Earth observation satellites in
• European Galileo constellation will consist of 30
1:30pm sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude
satellites in three orbital planes at an altitude
of 700 km. They are spaced a few minutes
of 23222 km. Currently there are 17 operational
apart from each other so their collective obsatellites in this constellation.
servations may be used to build high-definition
• China’s BeiDou/Compass constellation will conthree-dimensional images of the Earth’s atmosist of 35 satellites in both GEO and MEO. Cursphere and surface. Six satellites currently fly
rently there are 23 operational satellites in this
in the A-Train: Orbiting Carbon Observatory
constellation.
2 (OCO-2), Global Change Observation Mission - Water (GCOM-W1), Aqua, Cloud-Aerosol
• Japan’s Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS)
Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Obserwill consist of three satellites in multiple orbital
vation (CALIPSO), CloudSat, and Aura,19 as
planes for regional positioning and time transfer.
shown in Fig. 2.
• The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System
(IRNSS) will be a seven satellite constellation.
• The proposed Climate Absolute Radiance And
The first satellite was launched in July 2013 into
Refractivity Observatory (CLARREO) Mission
a geosynchronous orbit.
by NASA aims to measure global climate records
using state-of-the-art spectrometer observations
The key enabling technology is:
and GNSS radio occultation. CLARREO mis◦ Relative pose estimation (metrology) to accusion requires three small satellites, each of which
rately determine the position and orbit of each
requires a specific orbit.20
IAC–19–D1.2
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August 2000, is composed of four identical spacecraft flying in a tetrahedral formation to study
the Earth’s magnetosphere over the course of
nearly two solar cycles.24
• ESA’s Swarm constellation consists of three
satellites launched in November 2013 to study
the geomagnetic field (multi-point measurements) and its temporal evolution.25

Fig. 2: Artist’s representation of the A-train (image
credit: NASA19 )

• The joint Taiwan-U.S. Constellation Observing
System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC)/Formosa Satellite Mission 3
(FORMOSAT-3) Mission consisting of a constellation of six microsatellites, was launched in
April 2006 into 800 km orbit. Using the GPS
radio occultation technique, the satellites measure the global atmosphere with high precision,
accuracy, and vertical resolution in all weather
and over both land and ocean.21

• DLR’s TerraSAR-X spacecraft, launched in
June 2007, and DLR’s TerraSAR-X add-on
for Digital Elevation Measurement (TanDEM-X)
spacecraft, launched in June 2010 fly in a closely
controlled formation with 250–500 m intersatellite distance to generate high-resolution
global digital elevation models as shown in Fig.
4.26

• NASA’s Time History of Events and Macroscale
Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) is
Fig. 4: Artist’s representation of the TerraSAR-X and
a constellation of five satellites launched in
TanDEM-X spacecraft generating an accurate threeFebruary 2007 to study energy releases from
dimensional image of Earth (image credit: DLR27 )
Earth’s magnetosphere that intensify auroras
near Earth’s poles as shown in Fig. 3.22
• NASA’s Magnetospheric MultiScale Constellation (MMS) is composed of four identical spacecraft flying in a tetrahedral formation, launched
in March 2015, to study the Earth’s magnetosphere.28
• Planet Labs is an American company that owns
the largest number of Earth-orbiting imaging
satellites in space:8
– Flock constellation consists of ≈ 150 Dove
satellites,
– RapidEye is a five-satellite constellation,
– SkySat constellation consists of ≈ 10 satellites,
Fig. 3: Artist’s representation of the THEMIS constellation in orbit (image credit: NASA23 )

• ESA’s Cluster II mission, launched in JulyIAC–19–D1.2

and aims to provide up-to-date information
relevant to climate monitoring, crop yield
prediction, urban planning, and disaster response.6, 7, 29
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• NASA’s Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite Sys- A number of missions of this type have been launched:
tem (CYGNSS) is a constellation of eight mi• The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
crosatellites, launched in December 2016, to im(GRACE) Mission by NASA and DLR is
prove preduiction of extreme weather (storms,
composed of two spacecraft (GRACE-1 and
hurricanes, etc.)30
GRACE-2).35 These spacecraft were launched
into 500 km polar orbit in March 2002. The two
• Stanford University’s Orbiting Picosatellite Auidentical spacecraft were about 220 km apart,
tomatic Launcher (OPAL) mission successfully
and the ranging system was sensitive enough to
ejected six picosatellites from a single spacecraft
detect separation changes as small as 10 micromin January 2000, in order to simultaneously sameters.36 Due to its tremendous success in collectple a volume of space for magnetic field measure31
ing high quality data over 15 years, its successor
ments.
the GRACE Follow On Mission was launched in
• NASA’s Space Technology 5 (ST5) constellation
May 2018,37 as shown in Fig. 5.
mission launched three microsatellites in March
2006 in order to map the intensity and direction of magnetic fields within the inner magnetosphere.32
• JPL’s Sensorweb project coordinated existing
orbital assets (namely, NASA’s Terra, Aqua, and
EO-1 satellites), leveraging Terra and Aqua’s
medium-resolution MODIS cameras to identify
phenomena of interest (e.g. active volcanoes
and flooding) and autonomously commanding
high-resolution observations on EO-1’s highresolution and hyperspectral instruments in reFig. 5: Artist’s representation of the GRACE Follow On
sponse.33, 34
38
Mission (image credit: NASA )

The key enabling technologies are:
◦ Absolute pose estimation (metrology) and time
synchronization to accurately determine the position and time of measurements. This is usually
provided by the GNSS system.
The large number of missions is a testament to the
fact that the technologies need for this mission type
are mature.

• NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) Mission aimed to map the gravitational field of the Moon to determine its interior structure. The two small spacecraft GRAIL
A (Ebb) and GRAIL B (Flow) were launched on
September 2011, and reached lunar orbit in December 2011 – January 2012,39 as shown in Fig.
6. After collecting high-quality data for a year,
the two spacecraft impacted the Lunar surface
in December, 2012.40

2.3 Gravity Measurement
Measuring the mass distribution and gravity anomalies of Earth or Moon enables scientists to understand
its internal structure and minute changes on its surface or interior. On Earth, such data enables studying the thinning of ice sheets, the flow of underground
water, effects of earthquakes and landslides, the slow
currents of magma inside Earth, etc. On Moon, such
data enables studying the lunar crust, lithosphere,
inner core, the asymmetric thermal evolution of the
Moon, etc. In order to perform such measurements,
two identical spacecraft are put in the same polar
orbit and a microwave ranging system is used to ac- Fig. 6: Artist’s representation of the GRAIL Mission
curately measure changes in the speed and distance
(image credit: NASA41 )
between them.
IAC–19–D1.2
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• ESA’s Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
(LISA) mission consists of three spacecraft, arranged in an equilateral triangle with 2.5 × 106
km sides, and aims to detect gravitational waves
from astronomical sources.42
The key enabling technologies are:
◦ Absolute pose estimation (metrology) and time
synchronization to accurately determine the position and time of measurements. This is usually
provided by the GNSS system.
◦ Relative pose estimation (metrology), which is
provided by the microwave ranging system.
These technologies are quite mature.
2.4 Distributed Aperture Telescopes
Astronomy and astrophysics missions aim to study
celestial bodies (e.g., black holes, extra-solar planets,
galaxies) and phenomena (e.g., primordial radiation,
evolution of the universe) that are found beyond our
solar system using instruments to detect electromagnetic radiation and high-energy particles emitted by
these bodies.43

Fig. 7: Artist’s representation of the TPF Mission (image credit: NASA46 )

project comprising a starshade, which a large occulter shown in Fig. 8, flying in formation with a
space telescope to block the light of nearby stars
in order to observe their orbiting exoplanets.47

Space-based interferometry using distributed apertures is an important technique within astronomy
and astrophysics missions. In this technique, electromagnetic waves (wavelengths from 100m (radio)
to 100nm (optical)) from different apertures observing the same target are superimposed in order to
cause interference and extract information. The resolution of the interferometer improves with increasing
inter-satellite distance (baseline). Ground-based optical interferometry is performed at the Keck observa- Fig. 8: Artist’s representation of the Starshade and
space telescope (image credit: NASA47 )
tory (Hawaii, US), European Southern Observatory
(Chile), Large Binocular Telescope Observatory (Arizona, US), Mount Wilson Observatory (California,
• The Netherlands’ Orbiting Low Frequency ArUS), Lowell Observatory (Arizona, US), and other
ray (OLFAR) will be composed of a swarm of
places.44 A number of space-based optical interfernanosatellites in lunar orbit, carrying antennae
ometry missions have been proposed, but none have
in the band from around 30 kHz to 30 MHz,
flown till date:
to observe the universe in this scientificallyinteresting and largely-unexplored radio fre• NASA’s Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) misquency bands to detect signals originating from
sion composed of five spacecraft in a precithe yet unseen “Dark Ages” ranging from the Big
sion formation operating near the second SunBang until around 400 million year after.48, 49
Earth Lagrange point, as shown in Fig. 7, to
search for Earth-like planets orbiting other stars
• ESA’s Darwin mission was composed of four or
and probe their atmospheres for indications of
five space telescopes, flying in formation as an
life.45, 46 TPF was the successor to NASA’s
astronomical interferometer, to search for EarthSpace Interferometry Mission (SIM), which was
like planets around other stars and analyze their
canceled in 2010.
atmospheres for chemical signatures of life.50
• NASA’s New Worlds Mission is a proposed
IAC–19–D1.2
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end-to-end optimization of space-based interferometry missions, assisting mission planners the
design of orbits and constellation geometries and
automatically assessing science returns and overall operability of a given mission.51, 52
A number of formation flight technology demonstration missions have been proposed and launched:
• Sweden’s Prototype Research Instruments
and Space Mission technology Advancement
(PRISMA) mission demonstrated formation
flying in space in June 2010 using two satellites
(140 kg Mango satellite and 40 kg Tango
satellite).53, 54

The technologies for precision metrology and formation flying are not yet mature. Moreover, groundbased experimental setups are needed to test and validate these technologies.
2.5 Distributed Fractionated Spacecraft
A fractionated spacecraft is a spacecraft architecture
where the functional capabilities of a conventional
monolithic spacecraft are distributed across multiple modules, which interact through inter-satellite
communication links. The modules of a fractionated
spacecraft are largely heterogeneous and perform distinct functions like the various subsystem elements
of a traditional satellite.57 DARPA had proposed
the System F6 mission concept, but it was later canceled.58, 59

• The University of Texas at Austin’s Formation Autonomy Spacecraft with Thrust, Relnav, Attitude and Crosslink (FASTRAC) mis- The key enabling technologies are:
sion launched two microsatellites in November
◦ Distributed Inter-satellite communication be2010 in order to demonstrated enabling technolocause it is the main technology that binds all
gies for satellite formations like on-orbit microthe spacecraft together.
thrust capability, relative navigation, attitude
determination, and satellite crosslink communi◦ Modular space systems, which enable higher recations.55
silience to failures and ease of deployment/upgrades.
• The Japan Canada Joint Collaboration Satellites

– Formation Flying (JC2Sat-FF) mission aims Modular spacecraft architecture, which can be housed
to demonstrate autonomous formation flight in different spacecraft, is not mature.
with aerodynamic drag control and GPS-based
relative navigation using two microsatellites.56
2.6 In-orbit Assembly and Servicing
• The University of Toronto’s Canadian Ad- Autonomous assembly, construction and servicing in
vanced Nanospace eXperiment-4&5 (CanX-4&5) space will be a game-changing technology that will
demonstrated satellite formation flying, with enable a wide range of applications, like construction
sub-meter tracking error accuracy, in space in of the next-generation space station and science telescopes in Earth orbit, space debris removal or reuse,
June 2004.9, 10
and construction of spacecraft for Solar System exThe key enabling technologies are:
ploration in Earth or Moon orbit. Novel spacecraft
◦ Relative pose estimation (metrology) to measure architectures, that are too fragile to survive launch
inter-satellite distances to a fraction of wave- loads or need the weightless environment for assemlength over multi-kilometer baselines. This is bly, can be built in space. Recent advances like
onboard the International Space Station
currently possible for radio and far-IR wave- 3D printing
60
(ISS)
and
development of construction robots like
length, but very difficult for near-IR and optical
61
Archinauts,
shown in Fig. 9, have made this type of
wavelengths.
mission within the grasp of modern-day technology.
◦ Time synchronization across multiple spacecraft,
which can be achieved using GNSS near Earth A number of missions of this type have been launched:
and atomic clocks.
• NASA’s Orbital Express mission demonstrated
safe and cost-effective technologies to au◦ Formation keeping is necessary for observing the
tonomously service satellites in orbit, including
same astronomical targets.
short range and long range autonomous rendezvous, capture and berthing, on-orbit electron◦ Distributed inter-vehicle communication to send
ics upgrades, on-orbit refueling, and autonomous
the signals/data to centralized location (or
fly-around visual inspection using a demonstraspacecraft) for automated analysis.
IAC–19–D1.2
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◦ Relative pose estimation (metrology) to measure inter-satellite distances to ensure smooth
collision-free motion and docking. This is currently achievable using COTS sensors like LIDARs.
◦ Formation keeping is necessary for moving the
structures and docking.

Fig. 9: Artist’s representation of Made In Space’s
Archinaut spacecraft 3D-printing and assembling
satellite reflectors in space. (image credit: Made In
Space61 )

tion client satellite.62 The system consisting
of two spacecraft, Autonomous Space Transport
Robotic Operations (ASTRO) and Next Generation Satellite and Commodities Spacecraft
(NEXTSat) shown in Fig. 10, were launched
in March 2007 and successfully completed all
demonstrations.
• Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd’s RemoveDEBRIS mission aims to demonstrate various space
debris removal technologies like capturing CubeSat DebrisSat1 using a net, vision-based navigation, firing a harpoon at a deployed target, and
deploying a dragsail for air braking. This mission
was launched in April 2018.63

◦ Distributed Inter-satellite communication is
needed to generate and follow a common construction plan across all satellites.
◦ Cooperative manipulation, which includes techniques for grasping and manipulation of structures.
The main technology gaps are robotic assembly and
formation flying.
2.7 Solar Observation
The aim of heliophysics missions is to study the SunEarth system and the Sun’s interaction with the solar
system.65, 66 A number of multi-spacecraft missions
have been proposed for such observations:
• NASA’s Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory
(STEREO) Mission is composed of two identical spacecraft, which were launched in October 2006 into orbits around the Sun that cause
them to respectively pull farther ahead of and
fall gradually behind the Earth. The two spacecraft STEREO-A (ahead) and STEREO-B (behind) continue to separate from each other at a
combined rate of approximately 44 degrees per
year. This enables stereoscopic imaging of the
Sun and solar phenomena, such as coronal mass
ejections. In September 2012, the two SETERO
spacecraft along with the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) spacecraft in GEO observed the
entire Sun for the first time,67 as shown in Fig.
11. Contact with SETERO-B spacecraft was lost
since October 2014.

Fig. 10: Orbital Express’ ASTRO and NEXTSat spacecraft in orbit, without the separation ring. (image
credit: NASA64 )

We envisage that a swarm of autonomous small satellites will be the most likely construction workforce in
space, due to advantages like highly reconfigurable
behaviors, low cost, scalability, and resilience to failures. The key enabling technologies are:
IAC–19–D1.2

Fig. 11: Artist’s representation of the relative positions
STEREO spacecraft. (image credit: NASA67 )
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• NASA’s Geospace Dynamics Constellation
(GDC) is a mission concept recommended by
the Heliophysics decadal survey to study the
coupling between the magnetosphere and the
upper atmosphere (ionosphere/thermosphere
system), and how that coupled system responds
to external energy input.65 GDC will use six
identical satellites that will be spread individually into equally-spaced low Earth orbital
planes, thus providing simultaneous multi-point
measurements at 12 local times.
• ESA’s Project for On-Board Autonomy-3
(PROBA-3) will be composed of two independent spacecraft flying in formation with Fig. 12: Artist’s representation of the Cassini and Huygens separation near Titan. (image credit: NASA72 )
the ability to accurately control their attitude
and separation. The primary mission is solar
coronagraphy, where the smaller spacecraft is
maneuvered to occult the Sun.68
materials on its surface, which revealed a number
of new findings about comets and their composiThe key enabling technology is:
tion including evidence of water ice and organic
◦ Absolute pose estimation (metrology) to accumaterials.73
rately determine the position and orbit of the
spacecraft. This is usually achieved using the
Deep Space Network (DSN).
This technology is mature for Earth-orbiting and
deep space spacecraft.
2.8 Planetary Exploration and Mapping from Space
The aim of planetary science missions is to study the
planets, moons, and small bodies (asteroids, comets,
etc.) in our solar system to understand their origin and evolution and to understand the origins of
life.69, 70 Majority of planetary science missions till
date involve a single spacecraft (e.g. Voyager, Galileo,
Juno, Dawn, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter).
Fig. 13: Artist’s representation of impactor striking the
Multi-spacecraft missions enable simultaneous observations of the same phenomena from multiple angles or simultaneous multi-point observations, both
of which are crucial to our scientific understanding of
the bodies. A number of multi-spacecraft planetary
science missions have been proposed and launched till
date:
• NASA’s Cassini spacecraft carried ESA’s Huygens lander, which landed on Saturn’s largest
moon Titan. After separation in December 2004,
as shown in Fig. 12, Cassini and Huygens simultaneously studied the clouds, atmosphere, and
surface of Titan.71
• NASA’s Deep Impact spacecraft released an impactor on comet Tempel 1 in July 2005 to expose
IAC–19–D1.2

comet Tempel 1 while the Deep Impact observes it.
(image credit: NASA73 )

• ESA’s Rosetta spacecraft carried ESA’s Philae
lander to comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko
to image the comet surface and determine its
composition. In November 2014, Philae touched
down on the comet, as shown in Fig. 14, but had
difficulties during landing.74
• JAXA’s Hayabusa2 spacecraft carried four
rovers (JAXA’s ROVER-1A, ROVER-1B,
ROVER-2, and DLR/CNES’s Mobile Asteroid
Surface Scout (MASCOT)) to the near-Earth
asteroid 162173 Ryugu for in-situ investigation
of the asteroid’s surface as shown in Fig. 15.75
Note that JAXA’s Hayabusa spacecraft also carPage 10 of 26
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2.9 Distributed Communication Array
High-bandwidth communication with spacecraft in
deep space using Deep Space Network (DSN) is becoming an issue because of the growing number of
assets in deep space (at Mars, other planets, moons,
and small bodies, etc.) and the growing capability
of assets in collecting and sending scientifically useful
data. The current paradigm of using existing spacecraft (e.g. MRO and Maven) as communication relays to store and send high-bandwidth data to DSN
is further adding to this bottleneck. One approach to
mitigate this communication bottleneck is to launch
communication-only spacecraft and setup a network
of relay stations across the Solar System.
Fig. 14: Artist’s representation of Rosetta spacecraft
and Philae lander at comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko. (image credit: NASA74 )

The data rate from a spacecraft to DSN directly
scales with the effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP). A single communication-only spacecraft
needs to have large solar panels for high EIRP, but
ried the MINERVA (MIcro-Nano Experimental this will lead to large costs and complexity. Instead, a
Robot Vehicle for the Asteroid) mini-lander, but number of smaller spacecraft with modest solar panit was lost into space at the time of separation.76 els could outperform the single monolithic spacecraft
(i.e., transmit higher EIRP) while cost less. Moreover
the multiple spacecraft will provide higher resilience
to failures and the enable to constellation/swarm
to grow over multiple launches. Note that the
smaller spacecraft need to transmit coherently so that
phase difference error between signals from different
spacecraft is minimized.77 NASA recently launched
the twin communications-relay CubeSats, Mars Cube
One (MarCO), to demonstrate deep space communication capability using small spacecraft.78 Currently
there are no planned missions of this type, but this
is a key enabling technology that would keep JPL at
the forefront in deep space communications.
The key enabling technologies are:

Fig. 15: Artist’s representation of rovers hopping around
on asteroid Ryugu’s surface while Hayabusa2 spacecraft samples the surface. (image credit: JAXA75 )

The key enabling technologies are:
◦ Absolute pose estimation (metrology) to accurately determine the position and orbit of the
spacecraft. This is usually achieved using the
Deep Space Network (DSN).
◦ Distributed inter-satellite communication is
needed to coordinate across multiple spacecraft
and rovers.
These technologies are mature.
IAC–19–D1.2

◦ Relative pose estimation (metrology) is necessary
to measure inter-satellite distances to a fraction
of Ka/X-band wavelength over 100-meter baselines. This is currently achievable using COTS
sensors like LIDARs, but not ready for application in deep space.
◦ Time synchronization across multiple spacecraft,
which can be achieved using atomic clocks and
exchange of radio messages.
◦ Formation keeping is necessary for observing the
same target and synchronizing transmitted signals.
◦ Distributed inter-satellite communication is
needed to generate and follow a common comPage 11 of 26
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munication plan across all satellites.
All the above technologies are not mature, and
ground-based experimental setups are needed to test
and validate these technologies.
2.10 Interplanetary Missions
Humanity’s quest to explore the universe is boundless, and inter-planetary travel is the next frontier.
The Voyager spacecraft are already exploring the
boundary of heliosphere in interstellar space.79 The
Breakthrough Starshot project aims to send multiple ultra-light nanocrafts, miniature spacecraft with
lightsails, to the Alpha Centauri which is 4.37 light Fig. 16: A fleet of ten Slocum underwater gliders was
used for ocean sampling in the Adaptive Sampling
years away.80 Using a ground-based light beamer, the
and Prediction (ASAP) project. (image credit:82 )
nanocraft will travel at ≈ 10% light speed. The scientific and technical community need to solve a number
of challenges to make this project a reality.81
The key enabling technologies are:
Mission Domain: Earth surface, atmosphere,
◦ Distributed estimation and cooperative mapping
and water bodies
is necessary to build maps of quantities of interest in real-time and enable adaptive sampling
2.11 Exploration, Mapping, and Sampling
strategies; a number of algorithms for this apMulti-robot systems can be used to support Earth
plication are available, and several of them have
science research by collecting spatially and tempobeen tested in the field.
rally correlated measurements of quantities of interest
(e.g. atmospheric properties, concentrations of chem◦ Distributed inter-vehicle communication is reicals, or multi-spectral images), enabling scientists to
quired to support cooperative estimation and
build high-quality spatio-temporal maps and inform
mapping. The problem is highly challenging for
numerical models for applications including weather
underwater and underground applications; posprediction, tracking of methane emissions, marine bisible remedies are discussed in Section 2.13.
ology and study of ocean currents, and geology.
◦ Time synchronization enables measurements colCompared to single-agent architectures, multi-agent
lected by different agents to be correlated.
systems offer the ability to collect temporally correThe required precision is highly problemlated information, an enabling factor for the study
specific, ranging from minutes or hours for diof time-varying phenomena such as ocean currents,
rect sampling of slow-changing phenomena to
atmospheric phenomena, and glacial erosion. A secsub-nanosecond for applications leveraging disondary advantage is the ability of multi-agent architributed RADAR.
tectures to conduct a testing campaign significantly
◦ Relative pose estimation allows the information
faster compared to a single-agent architecture. Comsamples to be correlated in time and space, and
pared to static sensor networks, multi-agent systems
can be reconfigured on the fly, enabling adaptive sam◦ Absolute pose estimation allows them to be regpling strategies; are self-deploying; and can be reused
istered with a world map. The precision requirefor multiple missions.
ments can vary widely, from hundreds of meters
for direct observation phenomena with large geA number of multi-agent architectures carry82
ographic scale to sub-cm for RADAR and RF
ing sample-collection devices, ground-penetrating
sensing applications.
radars (e.g. JPL’s proposed DASHER mission), seismometers, multi-spectral cameras, and gas spectromConstruction,
and
eters have been proposed and deployed. As an exam- 2.12 Cooperative Lifting,
Assembly
ple, Figure 16 shows a deployment of multiple underwater gliders for ocean sampling along the California Groups of terrestrial and flying robots can cooperate to move and assemble large structures, coordinatcoast.
IAC–19–D1.2
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ing to transport and handle parts and sub-assemblies
that would be too big or heavy for an individual
robot. Cooperative lifting, construction, and assembly is the norm for non-autonomous construction
projects; enabling such tasks to be performed autonomously holds promise to greatly reduce the time
and cost required for construction.
Figure 17 and Figure 18 show examples of cooperative
lifting and cooperative construction respectively.

◦ Cooperative manipulation, required to move
parts and assemblies that are too large for a single robot to handle - an active area of research
in the robotics community.
◦ Cooperative motion planning and
◦ Formation keeping to coordinate the motion of
multiple vehicles grasping the same part or assembly.
◦ Cooperative task recognition and task allocation
to map a high-level assembly task to a set of
grasping and motion tasks for the robots - also
an active area of research.
2.13 Communication Infrastructure
Autonomous robots can act as communication relay
for other robots, carrying radio repeaters and planning their motion so as to ensure that all vehicles
have a reliable connection to each other and/or to a
ground station. Use of multi-agent systems as communication repeaters is an enabling technology for
robot operation in communication-denied environments such as underground caves. For surface-based
and aerial applications, already-in-place communication infrastructure (e.g. cellular and satellite communication networks) can be used in lieu of robot radio
relays; however, dedicated relays can offer lower latency (and potentially lower cost) compared to satellite data links, and they can be deployed in areas
where no cellular connectivity is available with much
lower cost and higher operational flexibility compared
to dedicated infrastructure. Finally, use of robots as
communication relays is an enabling factor for planetary and Small Solar System Body exploration: such
applications are discussed in Section 2.20.

Fig. 17: Multi-UAV cooperative lifting. From83

Figure 19 shows an experimental deployment of
robots acting as communication relays to support exploration of an underground mine.
The key enabling technologies are:
◦ Cooperative task recognition and task allocation
to decide which agents should act as communication relays.
◦ Cooperative motion planning to identify suitable
locations where the relay agents should position
themselves.

Fig. 18: Independent autonomous robots with purely
onboard sensing collectively work on prespecified
structures. From84

The key enabling technologies are:
IAC–19–D1.2

◦ Distributed inter-vehicle communication to route
packets appropriately from their origin to their
intended destination in dynamic network topologies.
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Fig. 20: Multi-robot teams with humans in the loop for
disaster recovery (from91 )

amounts of information from many vehicles to a
small number of human operators.

Fig. 19: Robots can act as communication relays in
communication-denied environments. Image from85

◦ Time synchronization to enable TDMA access
control protocols.
2.14 Disaster Recovery and Search & Rescue
Teams of UAVs and UGVs can cooperate to quickly
and cooperatively map a disaster zone (e.g. a collapsed building) so as to provide rescuers with situational awareness; they can also autonomously explore
large geographical regions, detect potential casualties, and relay information to rescuers, enabling fast
exploration of large regions (a critical capability for
wildland search and rescue).

2.15 Reconnaissance, Patrolling and Tracking
Teams of UAVs, AUV, and UGVs can be used to patrol high-value regions and targets (e.g. harbors, sensitive facilities, and convoys), detecting and tracking
intruders. Availability of multiple, possibly heterogeneous agents is critical to ensure persistent coverage.
Coordination between different classes of vehicles is a
key capability for these applications, as it enables the
multi-agent system to exploit the unique capabilities
of each vehicle: for instance, a fast and lightweight
UAV can be used to intercept and assess unknown intruders, whereas a slower but better-equipped UGV
can be leveraged for in-depth inspection and interdiction. Reconnaissance, patrolling, and tracking
are naturally well-suited to multi-agent systems: accordingly, such systems have seen deployment in the
field,96 (see Figure 22).

Compared to individual vehicles, multi-agent robotic The key enabling technologies are very similar to
systems can explore a given area significantly faster, those required for disaster recovery and SAR (Seca critical consideration for search and rescue opera- tion 2.14). In addition,
tions.
◦ Cooperative motion planning may be required for
agents to closely track an unidentified or suspect
Urban search and rescue is a prime application for
vehicle.
multi-agent robotic systems, as shown by the immense amount of interest from the scientific and industrial community86–95
2.16 Urban Transportation/Delivery Systems
Fleets of autonomous vehicles hold promise to revThe key enabling technologies are:
olutionize urban transportation by providing on◦ Cooperative task recognition and task allocation demand transportation services for people and goods
to efficiently explore the environment and assign at lower cost compared to private vehicles and
unexplored regions to suitably-equipped agents. taxi systems – a mode of transportation known
as Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand. Autonomous
◦ Distributed estimation and cooperative mapping
Mobility-on-Demand holds promise to deliver a sigto collectively build a map of the environment.
nificant reduction in transportation costs, lower de◦ Human-robot interfaces to efficiently relay large mand for parking infrastructure, lower pollution, and
IAC–19–D1.2
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Fig. 21: 6: Entrants in the 2010 MAGIC reconnaissance
and SAR competition. Left: from.93 Right: from94

less traffic;97 Autonomous transportation systems
were the subject of a JPL Blue Sky Study in 2015.98

Fig. 22: A multi-AUV team performing a harbor patrol
mission (from96 )

The key enabling technologies are:
◦ Cooperative task allocation, to efficiently allocate
transportation requests to agents.

While many proposed applications of multi-agent systems to this domain have strong parallels to Earth◦ Cooperative motion planning
to enact based applications, space-based systems present two
congestion-aware routing policies that do key differences with terrestrial ones.
not increase (and, ideally, reduce) traffic
On the one hand, lack of existing infrastructure
congestion.
make multi-agent robotic systems more attractive
for space-based application compared to terrestrial
2.17 Entertainment
ones; for instance, robotic systems are the primary (if
Finally, swarms of hundreds to thousands au- not only) solution for communication relays and contonomous quadcopters have been used for large-scale struction on planetary surfaces. On the other hand,
“light show” displays consisting of choreographed for- light-speed delays and scarce DNS availability impose
mation maneuvers (Figure 23).
strict requirements on the autonomy and resilience of
multi-agent systems deployed on other planets, makThe key enabling technologies are:
ing many partially-supervised solutions (widely used
◦ Relative pose estimation to estimate the agents’ for Earth applications) unsuitable.
relative locations.
2.18 Exploration, Mapping and Sampling
Groups of multiple robots can collect spatially and
Mission Domain: Planetary/Moon surfaces,
temporally correlated data quickly and effectively,
atmosphere, and water bodies
providing scientists with high-quality information on
Exploration of the surfaces, atmospheres, and water surface and sub-surface geology and chemistry, airbodies of other planets is central to JPL’s mission.
borne particulates, and weather patterns. A number
◦ Formation keeping.

IAC–19–D1.2
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◦ Time synchronization. the vehicles must have
access to synchronized clocks to time-stamp the
collected data. Synchronization accuracy can
vary from minutes (for slow-changing phenomena) to sub-ns (for radio science, and in particular multi-static RADAR).

Fig. 23: INTEL’s Drone Light show at the 2018
PyeongChang Winter Olympics

of multi-agent and multi-sensor missions for planetary explorations have been proposed, including:
• multi-static ground-penetrating radar platforms
which could reconstruct 3D maps of the planetary crust and map sub-surface voids (e.g., JPL’s
proposed DASHER project);

◦ Distributed inter-agent communication: in order
to cooperate and relay data to Earth, the agents
must establish and maintain a communication
network. To support geographically-distributed
agents, the communication mechanism may need
to support reconfigurable multi-hop communications – a novel requirement for space applications, where the communication topology is generally single-hop or (in the case of rover-orbiter
relays) well-defined in advance.

2.19 Cooperative Construction
Permanent human manned outposts on Solar System
• seismometers to assess the composition of plan- bodies will require large amounts of infrastructure to
etary bodies’ cores by observing the propaga- provide astronauts with shelter and resources. Idetion of seismic waves (e.g., early concepts for IN- ally, such infrastructure should be in place before the
astronauts land.
SIGHT),
Construction and assembly are often highly parallelizable: accordingly, they are ideal applications for
multi-robot systems. Cooperation between multiple
• camera-equipped rovers to map sub-surface voids vehicles enables the construction of large structures
(e.g., JPL’s PUFFER and Mars Caves projects), beyond the capabilities of a single rover – a critical
• airborne platforms that act as scouts for ground consideration, since the maximum mass and volume
of an individual rover is constrained by launcher carobots (e.g., Mars Helicopter),
pabilities.
• and meteorological stations (e.g., the Printable
Several multi-robot cooperative construction systems
Spacecraft platform concept99 ).
have been proposed: in particular, JPL’s CAMPOUT
These applications greatly differ in size and weight architecture for cooperative assembly allows multi(ranging from large ground robots weighing tens of ple robots to lift and move large structures, e.g.
kilograms to sub-gram vehicles and sensors) and mo- beams,100 and USC’s Contour Crafting system for lubility requirements (spanning flying robots, wheeled nar construction (Figure 25) “prints” full-scale buildvehicles, and static sensor networks. However, they ings by extruding specially formulated concrete-like
all share certain key requirements, including:
materials.101
• spectrometers to track the diffusion of airborne
chemicals,

◦ Autonomy: the platforms should be able to operate for hours to days with no humans in the
loop;
◦ Relative pose estimation and
◦ Formation keeping: the vehicles should be able
to assess and, in many applications, control their
relative location to a high degree of accuracy.
◦ Distributed estimation and cooperative mapping
to build real-time maps of the observed quantities and enable adaptive sampling strategies.
IAC–19–D1.2

The key enabling technologies are similar to those for
Earth-based cooperative construction (Section 2.12)
and include:
◦ Cooperative manipulation, required to move
parts and assemblies that are too large for a single robot to handle
◦ Cooperative motion planning and
◦ Formation keeping to coordinate the motion of
multiple vehicles grasping the same part or assembly.
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Fig. 25: Left:
USC’s Contour Crafting concept
(from101 ). Right: JPL’s CAMPOUT cooperative
construction architecture (from100 ).

orbiters Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, Mars Odyssey,
and MAVEN are equipped with transceivers that routinely relay communications from ground rovers to
Fig. 24: Printable Spacecraft, MarsBee, and MARSthe Deep Space Network’s antennas102 (Figure 26),
DROP systems for mapping and sampling.
enabling Mars rovers rovers to transmit information
to Earth at high data rates without carrying large
◦ Cooperative task recognition and task allocation high-gain antennas.
to map a high-level assembly task to a set of
The concept is is being further extended in the Ingrasping and motion tasks for the robots.
Sight mission, due to land on Mars in November 2018.
InSight is accompanied to Mars by two CubeSats,
2.20 Communication Infrastructure
named MarCO-A and MarCO-B, which will be will
Autonomous agents can act as radio relays for other be used to relay real-time information to Earth duragents, enabling robots and sensors to transmit data ing the probe’s Entry, Descent and Landing sequence
to a base station or Earth relay in scenarios where (Figure 27)
single-hop communication is impossible. The concept
of using spacecraft as communication relays has a rich This paradigm is especially promising for mobile
heritage in planetary exploration: in particular, Mars rover operations in challenging terrains and environIAC–19–D1.2
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ments, where individual rovers may not have a lineof-sight path to either a base station, an overhead
orbiter, or Earth. For instance, JPL’s PUFFER mission concept proposes using a group of mobile wheeler
rovers as robotic relays to enable operations beyond
line-of-sight of a ground station in rough terrain and
in sub-surface voids (shown in Figure 28).
The key enabling technologies are similar to those
required by Earth-based robotic communication infrastructure (Section 2.13), including:
◦ Cooperative task recognition and task allocation
to decide which agents should act as communication relays.
◦ Cooperative motion planning to identify suitable Fig. 27: Artist’s conception of the MarCO cubesats relaying information from InSight to Earth during
locations where the relay agents should position
EDL.
themselves.
◦ Distributed inter-vehicle communication to route
packets appropriately.
their computational capabilities, leveraging available
◦ Time synchronization to enable TDMA access communication links to assign computational tasks to
agents with unused computational capabilities. Such
control protocols.
a paradigm could, for instance, enable small rovers
with limited computation to perform complex computational tasks such as visual odometry by delegating heavy computations to a high-performance spaceflight computer (HPSC) hosted in a base station or
even in a passing orbiter. Figure 29 shows a graphical
depiction of the concept.
Key enabling technologies include:
◦ Cooperative task recognition and task allocation
to allocate computation tasks to agents.

Fig. 26: Mars orbiters act as relays for ground rovers, enabling data transmission at high data rates without
requiring large antennas on ground assets (from102 ).

2.21 Cooperative Computation
The computational capabilities of planetary exploration robots are often highly limited due to limited
availability of radiation-hard computing equipment.
Furthermore, robotic agents in the same mission can
have highly heterogeneous computation capabilities:
for instance, the Mars 2020 rover will be equipped
with a RAD750 processor, whereas the Mars Helicopter daughter-craft will carry a vastly more capable Qualcomm Snapdragon processor. A proposed
concept of operations, spearheaded by JPL’s MOSAIC project, is to enable robotic agents to share
IAC–19–D1.2

◦ Distributed inter-vehicle communication to enable agents to exchange information on the inputs and outputs of computation tasks.

3. Enabling Technologies and Gaps
Several technologies are key to realizing the benefits
of multi-agent systems. In this report, we focus on
enabling technologies that are uniquely relevant to
multi-agent systems; in other words, we do not include technologies that are required by individual vehicle autonomy, e.g. single-agent motion planning,
even though those technologies are a prerequisite for
the deployment of autonomous multi-agent systems.
Table 1 lists the enabling technologies for different
multi-spacecraft missions and their technology development maturity.
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Fig. 29: Robotic agents can share computational capabilities, enabling novel concepts of operation and heterogeneous computation architectures.

Fig. 28: PUFFER concept of operations: PUFFERs act
as relays to enable beyond line-of-sight operations in
challenging terrain (left) and in sub-surface cavities
(right).

3.1 Absolute Pose Estimation (metrology)
Absolute pose estimation enables agents to estimate
their location in an absolute reference frame (e.g.
with respect to Earth or an orbiting body). This
technology is central to many multi-agent challenges,
enabling agents to correlate their measurements and
observations to an absolute reference frame and point
instruments to specific locations. For applications
from the Earth surface through Low Earth orbit,
GNSS constellations provide real-time absolute pose
estimation to sub-meter resolution, and the pose of
spacecraft in the Solar System can be estimated to a
high degree of accuracy through Deep Space Network
observations and extensive modeling; conversely, solutions for absolute localization underwater and in
subterranean environments are an active area of research.
3.2 Relative Pose Estimation (metrology)
Relative pose estimation allows agents to estimate
their position with respect to other agents; it is fundamental sub-routine for application requiring agents
to interact with each other (e.g. through formation
keeping and cooperative manipulation). Precision requirements can range from multiple meters (for sampling of macroscopic phenomena) to mm-level (e.g.,
for radio and RADAR applications). Relative pose
IAC–19–D1.2

estimation can be achieved from absolute pose estimation and information exchange over arbitrary baselines; over short baselines, RF, structured light, and
vision can deliver very high accuracy.
3.3 Time Synchronization
Time synchronization enables multiple agents to perform as a single transmitter or receiver large-aperture
antenna; it also allows agents to temporally correlate
their measurements and samples. Distributed radio
applications can require synchronization with sub-ns
accuracy, an extremely stringent requirement; several technologies exist that hold promise to achieve
such precision, but their integration in multi-agent
systems is an active area of development.
3.4 Formation Keeping
Formation keeping allows agents to control their position relative to other agents and enables groups of
agents to move as a group. The problem of formation
keeping has seen a high level of interest in the scientific community; nevertheless, for many applications,
it remains an active area of research due to stringent
metrology requirements and/or limited sensing and
communication capabilities.
3.5 Distributed Inter-Vehicle Communication
Distributed inter-vehicle communication is an enabling technology for virtually all applications requiring agents to actively coordinate. While the
physical layer of multi-agent communications is well
understood, technologies and algorithms for packet
routing in large, time-varying networks is challenging and an active area of research; coding techniques
for distributed multi-vehicle communication in underPage 19 of 26
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ground and underwater environments, where bandwidth is highly limited, are also under active development.

3.10 Cooperative Task Recognition and Task
Allocation
Cooperative task recognition and task allocation enable agents to:

3.6 Modular Space Systems
• recognize tasks that should be performed based
on environmental cues observed by the agents,
Modular space systems consist of multiple subsysand
tems, launched separately, that are assembled or connected in orbit or in situ. Such systems allow design• assign such tasks according to the agents’ states
ers to deploy systems larger than what a single launch
and capabilities.
vehicle can accommodate; in addition, they enable
individual subsystems to be upgraded or replaced. Both problems are active areas of research in the
This technology encompasses both subsystems that robotics community.
are physically assembled and subsystems interacting
through wireless links (e.g. DARPA’s proposed Sys3.11 Human-Space System Interface
tem F6), and is not mature.
Multi-agent system must often operate under human
supervision. A key open challenge that must be over3.7 Cooperative Manipulation
come in order to enable adoption and scalability of
Cooperative manipulation encompasses two key tech- such systems is to allow a small number of operators
nologies required for autonomous construction and to control large numbers of asset by (i) presenting
relevant information about the system state and (ii)
assembly, namely:
allowing operators to effectively command the sys• Multi-agent grasping, i.e. the ability to engage tem’s behavior, as opposed to individual vehicles.
a part or assembly with an end effector;
4. Conclusions
• Assembly, i.e. the ability to connect and disconnect parts and assemblies with each other and Multi-spacecraft and swarm missions could change
accommodate the change in the parts’ mass and risk-posture of future space exploration missions by
inertia resulting from connection or disconnec- affording loss of one or more agents without compromising the whole missions, and also allow concurrent
tion.
measurements and scientific explorations that are not
possible using a monolithic architecture, e.g. inter3.8 Distributed Estimation and Cooperative Mapping ferometry using formation flying spacecraft, scientific
Distributed estimation and cooperative mapping en- exploration of comets and asteroids using a swarm
ables agents to cooperatively build a global model of fly-by, or exploration of moon and mars lava tubes
a quantity of interest (specifically, in the case of map- using a swarm of small rovers. In order to achieve
ping, a global map of the environment they operate technological readiness for such missions, we need to
in). To do so, agents must be able to (i) calibrate address the technology gaps identified in this paper,
and register their sensor readings with other agents’ such as:
information and (ii) fuse the readings to form a global
• Resource-aware and network-aware autonomous
world model. The problems of distributed estimation
task identification and task allocation for robot
and cooperative mapping have been heavily studied,
teams.
but they remain an area of active research.
3.9 Cooperative Motion Planning
In many applications, agents must coordinate their
motion plans to ensure collision avoidance and optimally utilize a shared spatial resource. Several approaches to the cooperative motion planning problem
have been proposed in the scientific literature; nevertheless, the problem remains actively studied.
IAC–19–D1.2

• Algorithms for optimizing what and when to
communicate among assets, given the costs of
the communication and the benefits of coordination.
• Relative localization / team member pose estimation from on-board sensors and subject to
computational and network conditions of small
spacecraft.
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• On-board risk awareness and incorporation of
risk into mission and motion planning.
• Mission planning and scheduling that accounts
for multiple dynamic assets; synchronization
and/or distribution of plans.
• Autonomy and network software systems designed explicitly to coordinate multiple spacecraft.
• Human interfaces and autonomy software designed for an updated operations paradigm;
overall, great individual autonomy will be
needed as human sequencing for all agents is
likely too cumbersome / impractical.
• Smaller and cheaper communications and sensor
equipment, shifting the focus from individual robustness to redundancy.
In particular, we recommend the development of a
hardware and software infrastructure for such multi
spacecraft missions by pursuing the following tasks:
• Development of flight software designed from
the ground up to allow multi-robot and multispacecraft coordination and operations.
• Defining a modular SmallSat common bus capable of carrying a variety of sensors to enable
Multi-Agent Multi-Mission operations.
• Pursuing a technology demonstration mission
consistent of 4-5 spacecraft, verifying key technologies required for such missions.
• Pursuing technology demonstrations with
medium sized swarm of rovers and aerial
vehicles.
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